Budapest
Budapest
House of Future (Jovo haza)
blaumann@tyrell.hu
Schedule

Our co-producers A38 and the local curator Edit Blaumann are presenting the Budapest program:
Location:
House of Future (Jovo haza) - former called "Millenaris park"
H-1024 Budapest
Fény u. 20-22
Sunday, 7 May - opening "FIESTA"
Organizers: Artéria and Katlan group
Artists: Students of the University of Film and Drama, students of the Alternative Circus School,
dancers of Csaba Horváth, Tamara Gold Company, Flashmob: members of Imagomundi.hu and
Sfeer.c3.hu visual group
LIVE STUDIO
Flashmob documentation exhibition and video projection
Members of Imagomundi.hu and Sfeer.c3.hu visual group
SQUARE AROUND MOBILE STUDIOS
4.30 pm Jugglers teach juggling
4pm Tamara Gold Company dancers walk from Jövöháza to Moscow square. Performance at
Moscow square
4.30pm Tamara G. C. back from Moscow square thought the Mammut Shopping Mall to Jövöháza
5.30pm Students of the Alternative Circus School
6 pm Opening speeches: Andrea Gancs, co-producer, A.J. Tillmann, thinker & Public Art Lab
6.30 pm Csaba Horváth choreography with Goli dancers
Alternative Circus School - Be an artiste yourself! -an interactive program for all the family- All circus
pieces are ancient symbols, puppy dreams, fulfilments of desires. Come and join the magic world!
7 pm Creative Music performance by the students of the University of Film and Drama
8pm Fire dance, conga, projection, fiesta
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TALK STUDIO
4.30 pm Flashmob. Moderator: Dénes Bíró, Netszinhaz.hu
5:30pm FLASHMOB and Mobile Studios
MOSZKVA SQUARE
4pm Tamara Gold Company dancers walk from JövQháza to Moscow square. Performance at
Moscow square
-container(ous) peformance- Choreograpy: Zsófia Tamara Vadas. Costume: Sosa Juristovszky
The choreographer and the dancers are or used to be students of Budapest Dance School.
4.30pm Tamara G. C. back from Moscow square thought the Mammut Shopping Mall to Jövöháza
Monday, 8 May "UNKNOWN FOR SALE - MARKET?"
Organizers: Live Video and Sound Installation by Attila Dóra, Zsolt Koroknai
Artists: dance by Daniel Lepkoff (usa) + video and prints by Bartha József (Ro), Bóbics Diána (D),
Dóró Sándor (D)
Hegedus Andrea, Koroknai Zsolt, L Simon László, Peto Barna - live sound installation by Csiki
Csaba, Darvas Bence, Dóra Attila, Koroknai Zsolt, Prell, rovar 17, Zsolt Sörés
LIVE STUDIO
Live Video and Sound Installation
TALK STUDIO
Public Art Lab
SQUARE AROUND MOBILE STUDIOS
sensor based sound installation
Tuesday, 9 May REAKTIV-20 "something happened"
Chernobyl day (Reactive-20)
Twenty years ago, on April 26th, the fourth block of the Chernobyl nuclear reactor exploded,
sending radioactive particles all over Europe. The world's worst nuclear accident was the outcome
of a controlled experiment. It caused severe ecological, social, and health problems which continue
to cause grievances today.
On May 9th 2006, artists, environmentalists, and energy experts meet to continue the tough
dialogue on nuclear activity, social activity, and activism. Their video installations, performances,
and conversations
attempt to spell out the message of Chernobyl for the world of today.
Organizers: Students of the University Moholy-Nagy and University of Fine Art, Védegylet
Artists: documentary: Zsóka Áth, Júlia Farkas. Video: János Visnyovszky. Live act: Gergö Nagy and
Ágoston Nagy. Live act: Mihály Fövény Kapitány and Simon Forgács
LIVE STUDIO
Video projection and live acts
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Facts and documentary images on Chernobyl
TALK STUDIO
4pm Energia Club interactive workshop with Members of the Energia Club and their guests
SQUARE AROUND MOBILE STUDIOS
VJs from the University Moholy-Nagy
Wednesday, 10 May "BIG CITY PHOBIAS"
Organizer: Mária Takács, director
Artists: Takács Mária, director. Szandtner Dániel, cameraman. Dvorszky Anikó, photographer
LIVE STUDIO
Video projection on Big city phobias, photo exhibition about the beauty of the metropolis
TALK STUDIO
11 am talk with marina Pommier, cultural manager of the Sziget Fstival, about experiences and the
life of Roma culture in Hungary.
2pm BIG CITY PHOBIAS
talk with: Géza Dobay graphic designer. Szilárd Bodó Dr. research biologist. Judit Henter
neuro-pedagogue. Hanna Radetzky pensioner. Anna Borgos Dr. psychologist. Bea Seregély
architect. Szilvia Hirschberger grammar teacher (crowd fobia). Vígh István economist.
ALL STUDIOS
TILOS RADIO.TERRITORIES workshop radio_active installations' exhibition
Wednesday, 10 May "GPSfest - GPS in socio-relationship development"
Organizer/ Artist: Judit Szalai, student of industrial design
LIVE STUDIO
GPS workshop - geocaching - gpsdrawing
TALK STUDIO
8pm Locative Media
talk with: Balázs Bodó, researcher. Samu Szemerey, architect. Adam Somlai-Fischer, researcher.
Péter Magyar, gps expert. Special guests via webconference: Norene Leddy, New york-based artist
and Andrew Milmoe (technical lead) with their work http://theaphropditeproject.tv
ALL STUDIOS
TILOS RADIO.TERRITORIES workshop radio_active installations' exhibition
Thursday, 11 May "MISS EUROPE"
LIVE STUDIO
Performance and exhibition on Miss Europe by Andrea Schneemeier
TALK STUDIO
11 pm talk with Alexandra Weltz, project manager of the nomadic platform "cocobello/ crash test
dummy", about nomadic cultural projects.
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5pm Who is this Miss Europe?
talk with: Hock Bea, art critic. Fodor Éva, sociologist.
ALL STUDIOS
TILOS RADIO.TERRITORIES workshop radio_active installations' exhibition
MOSZKVA SQUARE
Performance
Friday, 12 May "Les Fleurs du Mal"
The Thinking Man's Electronic Theatre - presents: Clara & Leon (THEREMINIAD Part VI.)
Organizer: László Najmányi, artist
Artists: Tánc: Sándor Éva és Gergely Attila. Remix + live theremin: DJ NoMore. Video: Adrian
Costache és Dobos Édua. A rendezö munkatársa: Karádi Róbert. Irta és rendezte: Najmányi László
LIVE STUDIO
THEREMINIAD by László Najmányi
Photo exhibition and videos about the life and work of professor Theremin
9pm Les Fleurs du Mal: Theremin theatre (dance, music, video performance)
TALK STUDIO
11 pm cultural breakfast with Nicolett Erös from the new media center c3 and Peter Inkai from
Budapest Observatory.
3pm The Theremin story
Gábor Vályi asks Najmányi about the Theremin story and project
SQUARE AROUND THE STUDIOS
5pm Theremin concert
6pm the audience can try out the instrument
ALL STUDIOS
TILOS RADIO.TERRITORIES workshop radio_active installations' exhibition
Saturday, 13 May "TILOS RADIO.TERRITORIES" aka the Independent Frequency
Organizers: Radio TILOs with Djs, editors of the Tilos Radio and the participants of the workshop
LIVE STUDIO
Radio.territories by Tilos Rádió
Radio Activist workshop exhibition
TALK STUDIO
4-6pm Online and on air contact between the workshop sites, the radio and MS
Telibe viszonzott vágyakozás live radio show
SQUARE AROUND THE STUDIOS
Tilos Radio Djs
ALL STUDIOS
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TILOS RADIO.TERRITORIES workshop radio_active installations' exhibition.

About Budapest
Budapest (pronounced ['budRÌp[ƒt]) is the capital city of Hungary and the country's principal political,
industrial, commercial and transportation centre. It has more than 1.7 million inhabitants, down from
a mid-1980s peak of 2.07 million. Budapest became a single city occupying both banks of the river
Danube with the amalgamation in 1873 of right-bank Buda (Ofen in German) and Óbuda (Old Buda
or Alt-Ofen) together with Pest on the left (east) bank. It is the sixth largest city in the European
Union.
Budapest's districts are numbered basically clockwise, in widening circles, and are organized
similarly to the arrondissements in Metropolitan Paris. Each district can be associated with one or
more city parts named after former towns within Budapest. The districts in red are in Buda, those in
blue in Pest, and the one in yellow is an island between them. (Note: two further islands are parts of
District III and District XIII.)
The historical location of the Mobile Studios in Budapest:
House of Future (former Millenaris Park)
House of Future is the former property of the steel factory founded by Ábrahám Ganz in the mid
19th century, which later became Ganz Electric Works. It is only a few hundred meters from
Moszkva tér in the heart of Buda. In 1999 the government decided the factory should be converted
into a cultural exhibition and event centre in preparation for the country's one thousand year jubilee.
During the site's century long period of industrial use, the soil and underground water had become
heavily polluted with oil-derivatives. It was therefore necessary to clean the site in order to create a
high quality community park. The first building, the so called Fogadó (The Reception Hall) being the
former machine repairing and galvanizing works was opened to the public on February 1, 2001. This
building's original industrial features are the best preserved (the bridge scale which was used for
transporting big objects in the 60 meter long, 15 meter high hall still works). This building has three
main levels that are partly separated, thereby creating a very airy and special atmosphere. On the
ground floor approximately 1200 people can watch the performance on the main stage. On the
second level, the Pódium (The Podium), there is a smaller stage where and an audience of 200
people can be seated. There is also a cafe on this level connected to the Pódium. The main stage
can be seen from here as well. On the third level, the Padlás (The Attic) there is a more separated
room with a midsize stage for a smaller audience. This building is multifunctional, providing endless
possibilities for all kinds of performances, exhibitions, conferences and events.
Two old factory buildings together with a connecting modern entrance hall (Building C) form the
Exhibition Halls. This is where the exhibition on the famous Hungarians and their inventions,
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&lsquo;The Dreamers of Dreams' was on show from December 17, 2001 to December 31, 2002.
The Major Hall (Building B) with its impressive height (app. 30 m) and floor space (6920 sm)
provides unique opportunities for large exhibitions. The E-library in this building was designed to
provide further information on the subjects of the exhibit. The Small Hall (Building D) (3150 square
meter) can be used jointly with the Major Hall or independently. There is an auditorium for 100
people equipped with all modern technical appliances. The third building, the so-called Teátrum
(The Theatrical Hall) has retained its original form only on its exterior. Inside on the ground floor
there is a modern studio (890 square meter) with a mobile stage and an audience space for about
800 people which can be used for dance, theatre, and music performances, as well as film
production and shows. It is also equipped as a movie theatre. This building is extensively used and
accordingly has a high market value. In addition to the studio, there are offices and a smaller hall,
the so-called Ship (referring to its shape as a ship) for a variety of purposes. In addition to the
buildings, there is a 35,000 square meter park and 3,000 square meter artificial lake forming a green
island in the sea of houses within inner Buda. This is a very important recreational area. Being
fenced allows access to the area to be restricted thereby facilitating its use for organized outdoor
events. There are several built and natural places in the park, which can be used: there is an
open-air stage (with covered auditorium for 300 people), a music pavilion, and a playground for
children. There are terraces accessible from the catering premises. There is also a 480 car
underground garage for the convenience of visitors.
Some links about Budapest:
- Budapest portal
- Satellite photo map from Google Maps
- Attractions of Budapest at the administrative website of Hungary
- Budapest Route Planner
- Budapest panoramas in 360 degree
- Artistic photos of Budapest
- Budapest: short tour, picture gallery, history overview
- Digital Photoarchive of Metropolitan Ervin Szabó Library Budapest Collection
- Budapest sights collected on one page
- Budapest (Hungary for Visitors)
- Budapest pages
- Budapest:Technology Pioneers 2006 - 3D Television
- Information about Budapest
- Worldguide by LonelyPlanet.com
- Photos of Budapest
- The Nomad: Budapest (photos)
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- Budapest Photo Gallery: Buildings and Statues of Budapest (subtitles in Hungarian)
These are quotes of a Wikipedia Text, the full information is available here:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Budapest
This text is licensed to the public under the GNU Free Documentation License
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